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ITW Sewing Workshop  (SWAP) 

To address the need to make menstrual Kits for Thondwe, a workshop was setup, they met on Saturdays and cut and sewed 

and assembled and packed all the kits. Covid restriction meant, meetings like this were not allowed during the lockdowns. Now 

that the lockdowns are over (we all hope for ever) the Workshop group met for the first time on Sat 30th April, it was well 

attended as you can see from the photograph. There was a strong desire to reinstate the meetings and continue with “sewing “ 

projects. The people wanted to continue a connection with and support for the Thondwe Girls Project, but agreed to look into  

other projects in Malawi or other African countries. 

The have chosen a new name  it is SWAP, Sewing with a Purpose. And the aim is as before to Empower Women and Girls 

The next meeting will be on Saturday 30th July at 10.00am (normally until mid or late afternoon).  The scissors and sewing 

machines will be out and in use, but you don’t have to be able to  sew to help there are plenty of tasks for everyone. 

For more information, contact Lois Hindley (07952982562) or talk to Shirley Bean or Helen Hunter.                                                                   

                Lois Hindley 

Editors letter 

Thanks to all those who sent me articles etc.  I can always accept more, the back page shows you 

the next deadline! It was great to see so many people at the Church grounds on Saturday 28th May, The Silver band had done a 

great job in organising the various bands and stalls, we have some photos to show later in the  

magazine. It was also great news that since the vacancy was filled, Covid restrictions have been lowered and the better  

weather has arrived, we have had 22 members, join or return to the Church and as I mentioned in the last edition a Sunday 

School starting to fill up. Things are looking up!  Keep praying and welcoming all visitors. 

                                                             Dave Kerr, Editor 

The raised beds at the back of the church are  
being used this year to nurture trees that will 
be planted out in the Autumn by local school  
children. A similar venture is planned for our  
partners in Thondwe where fruit trees will be 
grown. 
      

Tree Nursery  

ITW Sewing Workshop  (SWAP) 
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In the last few Sundays we have been thinking about the 

theme of ‘Meals with Jesus’ and looking at some encounters 

with Jesus in Luke’s Gospel.   

Luke’s Gospel records Jesus saying, ‘The Son of Man came 

eating and drinking’.  ‘The Son of Man’ was a phrase Jesus 

used to describe himself.  To eat with people is to choose to spend time with them, to listen to them, to understand them 

and to share something of what is important in life.   

Jesus came and ate with many different people, he ate with those who were prominent leaders in the community, he ate 

with those who were respected, he ate with those who thought a lot of themselves.  However, Jesus also ate with those who 

had been excluded, those who other people looked down on, those who were on the margins and those who didn’t think 

they had anything to offer. 

In these meals there was always a willingness to spend time with people, there was always another seat at the table but 

there was also always a challenge.  A realisation that Jesus comes to bring transformation, to bring a new way of life.   Those 

who were full of their own self-importance were challenged that no one is perfect, and reminded that everyone needs for-

giveness.   Those who thought they could never be welcome were reminded that the grace and love of God extends to all 

who want to receive. 

When we read about these encounters, we are reminded that both the challenge of Jesus and the welcome extend to us too.  

We are all folk who need forgiveness and we can all be amazed at the grace and love of God in our lives. 

Looking ahead I’m wondering about ways that we can follow Jesus’ example and eat together and to share the stories of our 

faith.  Whether that is informally with a friend over a quick lunch or in church meals together.  Are there opportunities to 

share what you believe the next time you share a meal with someone?  Can you encourage or support someone through a 

meal together?   

As we look towards the Summer with lots of different special events, many of them which have been postponed for a couple 

of years, let’s also think about how we can share in Jesus’ welcome and hospitality.  If eating and drinking was how Jesus got 

to know and encourage people then it should surely be our way too. 

 

Fraser 
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"A glorious walk, full of historical and landscape interest"* is how my book 
describes The Glen & Loch 
Eddy. Our group included Ross 
McGinn and so we heard some 
of the history of the Glen 
House, stories about Princess 
Margaret who was a frequent 
visitor at the house, and, The 
Incredible String Band who 
lived and recorded at The Glen 
in the 1970s. We also enjoyed 
the landscape stopping at  
picturesque Loch Eddy for a 
snack & drink stop. We were 
also delighted to welcome 
three new walkers for the May 
walk. 
Future walk dates are 
Saturdays 11th June, 
2nd July, 6th August, 
3rd September.  

Walks are usually around 2.5 hours with a stop for drink & snack. If you 
want more information about Walk & Talk just get in touch.    
                                                             
Peebles and the surrounding area circular walks by Graham Little 
                                                                                                               Ruth Kerr 

 
 
 

 

The lack of being able to ship the menstrual kits out to Malawi (Due to our Postie [Denis] 
and others not being able to travel there) , has not stopped the TGP team led by Lois in 
achieving their aims. First they have done more training to ensure the continued quality of 
the product produced by the Thondwe Sewing Group, they improved the quality of the  
materials used, with Judith (wife of REV Enos) helping to do this and finally they engaged 
the services of Rebecca Pangani, who has been helping since the start. As a result, on 8th 
May they were able to distribute 145 new kits to the Girls of Thondwe Primary school. Re-
becca also took the opportunity to gather the Girls into the Church and do the training on 
how to use the kits, how to look after them and address some issues with the Girls, such as  
achieving a good education , teenage pregnancies and the choices they have. 
Going back to the start of the Thondwe partnership, when we stated we were building bridges, Not the physical ones (although 
we did that as well) but the spiritual and communication bridges, the team also have linked in 2 of the Thondwe daughter  
churches (Mpita and also Nsamba) Mpita have already had 20 Girls supplied with Kits and Nsamba will be visited in the next few 
weeks. The picture of the single girl was the only picture we got from Mpita, but you can see by the smile, it is 
another happy customer. This brings the communities together, they have a common experience and can share 
ideas and experiences. 
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Church Garden 

The Thondwe congregation will be harvesting the maize crop at the end of May but expect a low yield due to poor weather. 

Last year 90 bags were harvested and delivered to needy families whilst this year it might only realise 10 bags! An action plan 

will be proposed to cover the Hunger Months. 

Operation Bookshelf 

1000 textbooks were delivered to the Thondwe library with support of 

several Rotary clubs. This considerably improves the availability of reading 

material where previously 10 learners shared a book; it is now one book 

shared between 2.    

Kids Need Desks (K.I.N.D) 

Forty desks were installed in classroom for the 5C class of 80 learners. This leaves only 80 more desks needed for the 

remaining two classrooms used by senior learners.  

Business loans Rod and Judith  

Two micro-loan projects have started with Judith purchasing an overlocking machine to improve her tailoring business and 

Rodrick a stock of rice for his village delivery business. Both businesses will repay loans over 18 months. 

Wrinkly Roofs - A Climate Justice Campaign 

We plan to replace thatched roofs with metal sheets for 20 families over 3 years to mitigate the effects of climate change 

which is bringing more stormy weather to Malawi. Raise the Roof Concert planned for November with InChorus on Friday 4th 

November. 
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Although the “pilgrimage” analogy works well for many people when thinking about their life journey, somehow to me it’s 
seemed a bit limited – you get peaks and valleys, refreshing streams and deserts, but after that I can’t find a lot more, so I  
suppose it doesn’t quite fit the way my brain works.  But recently, thinking through a short presentation for an Igniting the 
Flame tutorial, I discovered the “building tour” analogy.  Here it is. 
 
When you begin the Christian journey, it’s a bit like entering a big house – somwhere very definitely big and complex, like the 
palace of Versailles or Windsor Castle.  You go into the entrance hall and you realise that there’s so much to see – artworks, 
doors and corridors, all sorts of rooms all beckon you to explore.  There are also people welcoming and offering to guide you – 
fellow-explorers, permanent guides and an audio guide you can listen to.  And so you begin to wander. 

There are bright rooms full of wonderful artworks and furniture which bring on a sense of awe – who could have designed and 
built all this?  Surely a huge team of creative people.  There are no signs saying “Private”, so to your joy you can just go any-
where!  There are rooms with various kinds of work going on that you can share in, if you feel able and drawn to it.  There is a 
vast basement with long, dark corridors which feel quite frightening at times, but which always lead somewhere new in the 
end (but not always where you hope or expect).  You occasionally  run into visitors who are unhappy, sometimes angry, and 
who seem pretty threatening.  Yet quite often, when you’re at your most anxious, weary and jaded, you’ll suddenly come upon 
a snug lounge with a glowing stove, a bar and kitchenette in the corner, and some other people who are resting and talking 
about their experiences. 

You discover steep stairways that unexpectedly lead onto the roof, where you can see for miles across forests and lakes, and 
again catch that sense of amazement and awe.  As you try another stairway down into the house, you find it creaks and there 
are bits of balustrade missing, so you’re very afraid of falling down the deep stairwell.  Just in time, a friendly face pops out 
from a narrow doorway and reaches out a hand to steady you. 

Deeper into the house, you find a door into a broad quadrangle, where many people are talking and walking together.  Some 
of them look a bit odd and are loud and disruptive and you wonder how they got in, but then you catch sight of yourself in a 
mirror…  There are many doors off this great square, it’s confusing so you turn on the audio guide.  The choices remain but you 
get a bit of information about where each door leads.  Do you go back to the workrooms, risk the cellars again, or go for the 
big, bright concert hall?  Hard to know, you have to trust your intuition and your sense of what you need to see again before 
you move on. 

You make your decision, take a door and follow a corridor.  It darkens, then lightens again as it twists and turns.  Where am I?  
Round another corner, and there’s the welcome sight of a couple of other folk on a bench by a coffee machine at an intersec-
tion.  Where have they been?  Which way?  Was it safe, frightening, dull?  They help you weigh things up, and you realise that 
you need to seek another wing of the house, going in a new direction to explore some workrooms that will help you learn 
some skills you’ve not had chance to try before.  Amongst other things, you find out that you’ll be trained how to be a house 
guide – you won’t be given a map of the place, but you’ll be taught how to help others make decisions about where to head.  
You’re also going to do some time in the kitchens, learning how to make the right food for tired and hungry visitors who’ve got 
a bit lost. 

Time passes, you wander on, but gradually your purpose seems to have shifted.  Yes, you still enjoy exploring, but now you 
find you’re also looking out for folk who need help to decide which corridor to take, or which wing to visit next.  You find that 
your time in the lounges is spent less on relaxing yourself and more on listening to and supporting others who have only re-
cently started into the house.   

More time passes, and the house seems never-ending.  Always there are new rooms, staircases, doors, courtyards.  The sense 
of newness and discovery never goes away, but somehow you have begun to feel very much at home, even though each 
threshold opens into somewhere you’ve never seen before.  You begin to realise that it wasn’t a team that built this after all, 
because you can recognise the unique hand of the architect in everything.  At the start, it was as though many different minds 
had been involved, but now you see common threads in everything, and it brings the joy of familiarity as well as surprise.   

Eventually you have a sense that, much as you have seen and discovered, you have barely scratched the surface of this palace 
and its architect’s mind.  As you muse on this, you find you have wandered into a warm, quiet seating area, where you realise 
that you know many of the other faces there – people who’ve guided you, listened, held your hand, needed your help.  It feels 
so familiar, and there’s a kind of sense of relief after some of the challenges you’ve had to face.  You mingle, chat with others, 
share a drink with old acquaintances.  On the far side of the room, there’s a door with a sign over it: “To the New House”, and 
a woman sitting at a desk.  Curious, you go over and ask about it.  “You’ve been here a long time, you know the place well, 
you’ve learned much, and you’ve helped so many other visitors, so really there’s nothing more for you here, it’s time to move 
on.  But in case that worries you, the new place is on a whole different scale – amazing rooms and  
stunning views, no cellars or creaky stairs, you will be astounded!  And – this is the best bit – the  
architect is waiting to show you round in person. Ready for it?”           
                                                                                                                                           Richard Adams 
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Rooms 

Come wander through; 

the nursery is empty now, 

though Ladybird books still lie scattered on the floor. 

A gentle staircase to a schoolroom, 

though paint and sadness hide in the dark corners. 

There's the steep staircase of growing up, 

but always a handrail of faith to hold onto. 

It's better down the corridor, 

the rooms are brighter with the decorations of love. 

A living room - alive with noisy boys playing and 

fighting. 

An unsteady floor, ill health and loss making it hard to keep my footing. 

Where next? 

I can see a garden outside. Birdsong in green trees with bluebell carpet under. 

Maybe that is later and so I choose a room of books and company for now. 

Heather Martin. 

(Inspired  by a talk on Spiritual Journey given by Richard Adams via Zoom) 

Richard gave his talk on zoom for a 
group of students taking a course called 
Igniting the Flame run by the  
Community of Aidan & Hilda. There is a 
section of the course where students 
reflect on their life's journey, especially 
their spiritual journey to date. Often 
students on this type of course think of 
it in terms of a road or a stream but 
Richard recommended a very novel 
approach. It inspired me to write the 
poem that I called Rooms. 

Thanks to everyone who supported and enjoyed 
the EWS Bikers BBQ Breakfast this weekend.  

Visitors from as far away as Australia appreciated 
Innerleithen hospitality. Another bike for Thondwe 
will be ordered this week.  

 

Denis & Marjorie Robson (and helpers) 
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The following is a list 
of all those who have 
joined or re-joined 
our fellowship since 
the end of the  
vacancy starting with 
the new Minister Rev 
Fraser Edwards. I 
think this shows the 
positive effect of a 
new Minister, the 
end of Covid and a 
congregation that is 
willing and keen to 
grow and welcome 
all! 
 

 

Sunday 10th July.  

Innerleithen Kirkin Service will 
be held at the ITW Parish 
Church. For more details and a 
full program of events follow 
the link below 

St Ronan's Border Games, Innerleithen - 
the oldest organised athletics meeting 
in Scotland. (stronansgames.org.uk) 

Congratulations to Jonny and Katie and all the Principals 

representing  Games Week 2022 

Rev Fraser Edwards 
Fiona Edwards 
 
Marjorie Wallace 
Rev Jim Wallace 
Ena Kellet 
Rev Jack Kellet 
Julie Knox 
Andrew Knox 
Rose Johnstone 
Clem Johnstone 
Amanda Hudson 
Hazel Nicholson 
Janet Gray 
Renoff Wiggins 
Anne Shirley 
Margaret Jupe 
Kirsty Whittle 
Alex Whittle 
Elizabeth Bintliff 
John Bintliff 
Irene Hobbs 
Martin Hobbs 

A LITTLE FUN PUZZLE FOR OUR YOUNGER READERS …... 

https://www.stronansgames.org.uk/
https://www.stronansgames.org.uk/
https://www.stronansgames.org.uk/
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Sunday June 26th 2022. Walkerburn Festival Sunday Service will be held in the Public Hall, followed by 
an act of remembrance at the War Memorial . 

For more details and a full program of events follow the link below 

(20+) Walkerburn Summer Festival | Facebook 

FESTIVAL LAD 

CHARLIE NISBET 

ESSAY WINNER 

ALICE SHOUESMITH WEEK BEGINNING SUNDAY 26TH JUNE 2022 

• The Low Self-Esteem Support Group will meet Thursday at 7.00.  Please use the back door. 

• Bertha Belch, a missionary from Africa, will be speaking tonight.  Come hear Bertha Belch all the way from 

Africa. 

• Ushers will eat latecomers. 

• Don’t let worry kill you off – let the church help. 

• The outreach committee has enlisted 25 visitors to make calls on people who are not afflicted with any church 

• Pastor is on vacation.  Massages can be given to the church secretary. 

• This being Easter Sunday, we will ask Mrs Lewis to come forward and lay an egg on the altar. 

• A bean supper will be held on Tuesday evening in the church hall.  Music will follow. 

Congratulations to you both we hope you have a wonderful week   

https://www.facebook.com/Walkerburn-Summer-Festival-169611416388042/
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Various pictures from the Jubilee celebration in the Church 
Grounds on 28th May  

JUBILEE 

CELEBRATIONS 
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The Editor reserves the right to edit or omit letters, but only if it’s really necessary!  If appropriate (and there’s enough room), any submissions omitted may 

appear in a following edition. 

ADVANCE  
WARNING!!! 
 
Articles for the next  

magazine our  

Autumn Edition!…. need to be submitted by FRIDAY 5TH  

AUGUST 2022.  

 

These can be sent to Karen or David at any time before this date.  

Email is great if it is possible.   

 

karenjane247@gmail.com           

or             

itwparishmag@outlook.com 
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